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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 This research analyses one service that has gone through metamorphosis in 

recent years: Tourism. Indeed, a new tourism has been born: eco tourism, or green 

tourism. This sector of activity is an important part in economic success of all 

countries. That’s why this service had to evolve its offers to a new way of live. The 

respect of the planet is one the main issues in the world.  

 This study highlights the following research question: “In what way 

European tourism is evolving in ecotourism that is concerned with an ethical 

aspect?” 

 

 To answer this research question, the focus of this study is on one country: 

Ireland. To be involved in Ireland’s ecotourism, a case study from Greenbox was 

used.  

 

To fully achieve the researcher’s main objectives, Failte Ireland was a main 

contributor of information and literature. 

 

 Having study these two organisations in depth, the researcher concludes with 

interesting findings. It is noted that customers are satisfied by Ireland’s commitment 

in the respect of the planet through its ecotourism. Furthermore Ireland has to be 

more and more innovative to propose eco activities. The primary research carried out 

in this study also highlights new trends in tourism. Indeed, ecotourism enables 

companies’ to propose new activities in order to attract new customer.  
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
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“Surely we have the wit and will to develop economically without despoiling the 

very environment we depend upon.” Tony Blair, 2001. 

 

 From year to year, the economic development was more and more important 

in the world. Every country found a solution to be more powerful, and to generate 

more money. However, this success was at the expense of some elements. The item 

that suffers most from this economic development is the environment.   

Every sector of activity favoured the money to environment, in this way; the 

Earth suffers from the human presence. To produce a product or a service, to sell 

them, or to consume them, every step of this mechanism has a bad impact on the 

planet.  

One of the most successful sectors of activity for the majority of countries is 

tourism. In fact, every country opens their territory to the consumption of their 

products. Through this service of tourism, there is lots of consumption and they earn 

lots of money. However, this is one of the worse sectors of activity about respect of 

environment. In a transport point of view, there is lots of contamination of 

environment. Furthermore, tourists spoil landscape. Finally, traditional tourism is not 

about enjoying a landscape; it’s about consuming it.  

The ecotourism is trying to change these aspects. Ecotourism proposes travel 

and others activities that minimize the impact on the environment. Indeed, this new 

definition of tourism proposes activities that enable tourists to change their behaviour 

in relation with the nature. Ecotourism can be defined as a “ responsible travel to 

natural areas that conserves the environment and improves the well-being of local 

people.” (TIES, 1990). Moreover, ecotourism is a very new and modern notion of 

tourism. These kinds of travel are new on the market. That young story is the 

beginning of our research study.  

The research study is divided in six chapters. 

 

In our chapter two, we will outline theory and authors who present the 

subject.  

First, we will see traditional tourism’s destination to understand where there are 

failures. In fact, even if tourism is a sector that knew an important growth recent 
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years, there are inequalities in destinations. The flow of people is going in one way: 

from rich and develop to poor countries. To reduce these inequalities, the answer can 

be ecotourism in develop countries to create news flows.  

About ecotourism, we will learn that there is a model at the basis of ecotourism: 

Jafari’s platform model. He is describing in this model the sustainable tourism. As a 

new model, there are relevant steps that we need to know in order to understand, 

why, when, and where ecotourism appeared. His conclusion is to speak about an 

“alternative tourism”. This is a good way to present the transition between traditional 

and eco tourism.  

In this chapter, we will learn also how companies are changing their way to organise 

them. We will see what are “Green meeting” and in what they would be an answer to 

evolve more and more companies to propose respectful activities to their tourists.  

Finally, we will focus our research on one specific area to be more effective in our 

references. Our choice is Europe. In fact, this is a new area in a developed economic 

context, and Europe has to prove its capabilities to the rest of the world. To achieve 

this aim, we will analyse one country organisation: Ireland. To succeed in this 

research, we will analyse a company very powerful on the ecotourism: Greenbox.  

 

 In chapter three, we will present our methodology and objectives. This 

chapter introduce our method to achieve our objectives.  

To present how we organize our research study, this chapter will be conduct by 

stages. 

First, we will present our research problem. To understand what we have to achieve, 

it’s important to identify the problem. This step presents the necessary point to 

understand professional and customer’s changes in relation to ecotourism. 

After having identified the problem, we will ask question to highlight the issue. The 

researcher highlights the following research question: In what way the European 

tourism is evolving in ecotourism that is concerned with an ethical aspect? This is 

our issue. Moreover, to answer to it, we need to ask operational questions to propose 

an answer very well structured. 

Then, we will present our objectives with a list of what we want to understand. 
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Finally, we will explain our methodology. In our research study, qualitative and 

quantitative research method collections will be used. We will explain why we use 

both, and we will develop for each of them our choice of population, sample, and 

organisation (time, localisation). 

 

 In chapter four, we will explain our data analysis and findings. We will 

present results of our methods.  

This chapter has two steps. First, we will highlight our qualitative results. We have 

made two interviews, as we explained in the previous chapter, and we will present 

thanks to them four conclusions about: 

- Ireland specificities in ecotourism 

- Ireland’s way to adapt its offers to the demand of ecotourism,  

- Ireland propositions to its new behaviour 

- Businesses’ propositions to its new behaviour 

The second step of this chapter is about results of our quantitative research. Our 

questionnaire enables the researcher to highlight main topics in this theme. To 

propose adapted offers to ecotourism, we wanted to know keys destinations issues 

for customers. Then, we wanted to find key area of satisfaction after an ecotourism 

travel. Also, we will explain why Ireland is a clean and environmentally destination, 

and finally, why Ireland can be recommended as a green destination.  

 

 In our chapter five, we will draw a conclusion of our research study in a first 

time. Then, we will discuss about these conclusions to argue in what we are agree 

and what future plans we have for ecotourism. 

 In our final chapter, we will draw recommendations in order to highlight in 

what we are proud of our research, but also to present in what this research could be 

better. In fact, due to our limited time, some projects we had could not be 

established. We will present them in order to help the future person who will do a 

research on this topic.  
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CHAPTER 2:ture Review 
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To better understand the impact of ethic’s perspective in tourism, we need to define 

why people started to think about an ethic way to do tourism. Theories related to 

green, responsible and ethical tourism will be presented. 

 

2,1!%&)*#$3!4+'#5#%#&5!

 Nowadays, the tourism sector represents an important part of the economy. 

Weaver (2005) defined tourism as the period when “people staying one or more 

nights in another country”. In fact, this sector is very strong and keeps going to be 

important because there is a growth since lots of years. According to Weaver (2005), 

the global tourism industry is growing since post-World War II.  

 

2,2!%&)*#$37$!(*&8%9!!

There are various factors that explain the growth of tourism. Weaver and 

Lawton (2006) highlight five factors to justify this growth.  

The first one is the economic factor. In fact, when people have more money, 

they have more possibilities to travel. Therefore, the growth of household income in 

recent years, as shown in Figure 1, enables to assign a higher share of expenditure. 

Analysis by Weaver and Lawton (2006) illustrates this concept through the example 

of Australia. Since the Word War II, household incomes are “ four times higher”.  

 

FIGURE 1: Growth of household income 1941-2001 

 
Source: Maddock and McLean (1988), cited in Tourism Management, David 

Weaver and Laura Lawton, 2006. 
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The second factor is about the social aspect. Weaver and Lawton (2006) 

argue that people has more and more leisure time. Viard (2002) researches concluded 

that in France for instance, there is “ The Coronation of 35 hours”. This theory shows 

us that there are transformations and changes in population’s way of life, and this 

idea begins with more and more leisure. Changing attitudes are beneficial to 

increased travel.   

The third aspect is about demography. In fact, Weaver and Lawton (2006) 

found that the reduction of family size, and the increase of the population are good 

points to increase travels. In fact, even if there is less person in a family, there are 

more people who travel. Families being less numerous, they can do more trips. 

Finally, these authors, Weaver and Lawton, (2006) agree that only one 

technological factor is the more important: modern transportation.  In fact, airplane 

development can be highly noticed in the past few years.  

 

2,6!%&)*#$3!4+$%#5:%#&5$!

The increase of this sector began with the increase of travel in More 

Developed Countries (MDC). According to Weaver (2005), travels were very 

important in some type of country “accounted for more than 70 % of all international 

tourism traffic.”  

However, MDC are not the only types of travel. First of all, we saw 

destinations “from more developed to less developed countries.” Weaver (2005) 

stated that is “by the early 2005, 25% of international tourist traffic consisted of 

travellers from MDC visiting Less Developed Countries.” Lawton concurs with 

Weaver (2006) and adds that phenomenon can explain “the emergence of the 

pleasure periphery”, where we can see two main areas: Mediterranean basin and 

Caribbean Basin, as shown in Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 2: Mediterranean basin and Caribbean basin, pleasure 

periphery. 

                   
Mediterranean basin                               Caribbean Basin  

Source: Olivier Dehoorne ET Pascal Saffache, Août 2008, cited in « Le 

tourisme dans les îles et littoraux tropicaux et subtropicaux » 

 

According to Weaver (2005) the other type of travel is “between and within 

the less developed countries.” This tourist traffic represents 5% of international 

tourism.  

Jamieson, Ph.D, Dean School of Travel Industry Management University of 

Hawaii (2007), defines tourism as the main part of the economy in poor countries. 

He said, “In most of the poorest countries of the world, tourism is the only really 

viable form of economy. It’s a low-skill industry that creates opportunities for 

women and young people where there were none.”   

 

2,;!%&)*#$3!+%9#<!!

Tourism improves the respect of the planet in its activities. To answer to this 

new concern, this sector of activity did a “creation of the destination image”, as 

Wheeler (1995) says about Lee Valley Regional Park, Enfield, UK. In this review, 

Wheeler highlights the fact that this new perspective of tourism can be so attractive 

for news customers.  
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However, Wheeler (1995) explains that this is not an image with “ 

stereotypes about Tarzan and pulsating African drums”. In fact, tourism ethic is 

about the discovery of particular area to be more attractive, and in a same time, 

enable tourist to have the best behaviour in this type of environment. Wheeler (1995) 

shows a “responsible behaviour on the part of the tourist”. To create this kind of 

behaviour, Wheeler (1995) highlights the importance for a company to have a good 

marketing.  

 

2,-!$)$%:#5:="+!%&)*#$3>!%9+!=+(#55#5(!

People want more and more companies to be involved in protecting the 

planet. That’s why we saw the birth of an ethical aspect in tourism. Ray and 

Anderson (2000) explain that “50 millions customers in US place value to on social 

responsibility, nature, peace {…}” 

A popular study in the fields sustainable tourism is one produced by Weaver 

(2005) in which he described Jafari’s’ (2006) platform model as the beginning of 

sustainable tourism.  In this model, we can see four steps that allow us to understand 

the emergence and the development of sustainable tourism.  

The first step is about “Advocacy” in 1960s. It’s about the “pro-tourism perspective”, 

able thanks to the new peace in the world and the new middle class.  

Then Weaver (2005) explains the “cautionary” step. His conclusions are strong: “ 

tourism development {…} culminates in unacceptably high environmental {…} 

costs for residents.” It’s about negative impacts of the increase of the tourism on 

local population.  

The third one is “Adptancy”. It’s the identification on of the “potential negative 

impacts of tourism”. Analysis by Weaver (2006) is from the conclusion of the 

previous step, without giving any solutions.  

Finally, Weaver (2005) states that there is a last step that enables to do a link with 

sustainable tourism: it’s about knowledge base. This concept has two origins. First of 

all, he says that in 2001, tourism growth, as we explained, gave to the sector a main 

place on the economy market. Moreover, it’s difficult to change the way to do 

tourism while we witness a mass tourism. Therefore, we have to think about an 

“alternative tourism”. Secondly, we realize that tourism has both “positive and 
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negative impacts”. The first three steps are too basic to highlight this notion, but 

“knowledge base” does it.   

 

2,.!$)$%:#5:="+!4+?+"&@3+5%!!

 Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s ELSI Project’s research (2000) 

concluded that sustainable development “includes questions about how human 

decisions affect the Earth’s environment”. Weaver (2005) concurs with this idea and 

adds that each word of that concept takes into account two different ways: first of all, 

there is “development” ’s notion to refer to the growth of the sector, and secondly, 

there is “sustainable” ‘s notion, to refer to environmentalists who want to respect the 

planet, even if the growth has to be smaller.  

 

2,/!$)$%:#5:="+!%&)*#$3!

 The research findings of Pender and Sharpley (1987) concerning the 

management of tourism (2006) give to us a definition of sustainable tourism from 

sustainable development. According to them, sustainable tourism represents “the 

contribution of the tourism to sustainable development”. In other words, Weaver 

(2005) concurs with Pender and Sharpley adding and citing WCED (1987), that it’s 

“the development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” 

 Those definitions contain aims, and to achieve them, we can see a specific 

management of tourism that propose a tourism environment. Pender and Sharpley 

(2006) argue that in this type of tourism, environment constitutes the core of the 

product. Therefore, activities are linked with attractive, or different environment to 

seduce consumer, and they have to be healthy in order to respect the planet.  

 

 In many companies, we can see that there in a new way to give importance to 

that concept. It’s called “Green Meetings”, as shown in Figure 3.  This concept, set 

out by K.Miller & Associates (2008) is a reorganization of professional meeting. 

Indeed, the difference with traditional meeting is the introduction of  “environmental 

consciousness”.  
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Morevoer, Gra!An, Sander and Rudan!I"-Lugaric (2010) state that the organization 

of Green Meetings is framed according to each steps of the event, which are: before, 

during and after the event.  

 

 

FIGURE 3: “Green Meeting” Implementation 

 

 
Source: Daniela Gra!An, Iris Sander, Andreja Rudan!I"-Lugaric, 2010 

 

On the website specialized in this new area of meeting, we can see that people want 

to train companies to have a good behaviour. Moreover, members of this non profit 

professional meeting want also “spearheading research, policy and standards’’. 

(GMIC Inspiring Sustainibility, 2011).  

Weaver & Lawton (2006) concurs with K.Miller & Associates (2008) saying that “ 

society expects from entities {…} ethical behaviour.”  

 

Weaver and Lawton, (2006, p.338) highlight also a concept: it’s the  

“paradigm shift”. They warn that it will be difficult to improve an ethical aspect in 

the tourism industry. In fact, like KUHN said in 1962, “{…} the prevailing paradigm 

is faced with contradictions and anomalies {…}” (Kuhn, 1962, cited in Tourism 

Management, Weaver & Lawton, 2006, p. 338). 
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2.8.1 European Charter 

 Sustainable tourism results in different ways in the World. We will see what 

happens in Europe. Julian Guy highlights in his website that this area has the will to 

prove its commitment in this notion to people. In order to prove it, Europe created a 

European Charter. In this Charter, Europe demonstrates its greeting to preserve 

natural area. Moreover, preserve them it’s not about prohibit their access. Thanks to 

this charter, those areas are protected within prevent their access.  

 Furthermore, we can see that lots of countries in Europe have organization 

tourism activities around this notion of sustainable tourism. We can see that this new 

concept of tourism is all around Europe. 

 

2.8.2 Example of environmentally friendly activities proposed in 

several countries 

In Europe, there are many propositions about new tourism respectful of the 

planet.  

For instance, Julian Guy shows us in his website a way to do eco tourism in 

Germany. It’s about the discovery first quality handicraft & culture. This kind of 

tourism creates activities to develop the participation of tourist in the development of 

natural product of cosmetics. This activity takes place in the Frankenwaid Nature 

Park. 

 In France, the European Charter has an impact in the Cevennes area. A new 

ecotourism was born with lots of engagements and ethic. For instance, Julien Guy 

exposes in his website an “environmental friendly uses of natural resources: water, 

fossil energies, recycling…” 

 Finally, in Spain, there are efforts in volcanic zone “de la Garrotxa”. In this 

area, there is “a promotion of a sustainable tourism”, as Julian Guy says in his 

website. There is a creation of activities respectful of the planet, and “training among 

professional in the tourism sector”.  
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 Ireland belongs to this new  movement of green tourism. We can see that the 

country develops concrete action to demonstrate to the population its implication in 

the respect of the planet. For instance, the country has the “Blue Flag Beaches”, 

which is an eco label to 3200 beaches in the world.  

 

 Furthermore, in Ireland, there is an organisation that is doing the promotion 

of ecotourism in the country. Indeed, Greenbox tries to improve this new type of 

tourism in the country proposing only activities respectful of the planet. This 

organisation was created to integrate this new type of tourism in Ireland because, in 

one hand, this sector is underdeveloped, and on the other hand, there are many 

possibilities to improve companies’ efficiency.  This organisation proposes a 

business plan to reach the target and to improve companies’ profitability.   

 

2,1B!+<&%&)*#$3!C!%9+!@*&3&%#&5!&'!%9#$!5+8!%D@+!&'!%&)*#$3!!

 In Ireland, there are some difficulties for many companies to propose 

activities adapted to news needs of customers. Therefore, many private and public 

businesses, which promote this new type of ecotourism, need to be helped to find 

good ideas. Therefore, there is a handbook, created by Greenbox, to guide companies 

in the development of this business.  

 For instance, sustainability energy Ireland, which is a company which gives 

advice about “on energy efficient measures for home and business”, is inspired by 

the handbook of Greenbox, where there is a training about renewable energy 

development. 

 There is a second example, Local Enterprise Agencies, which is a company 

that “supports small business and community enterprises”. The handbook of 

Greenbox enables this company to be more efficient on this sector of activity.  
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In Ireland, as previously mentioned, there is an organisation, Greenbox, 

which enables companies to be more efficient in their sustainable activities.  To 

achieve this aim, Greenbox proposes training and advice. To do that, there are many 

agencies that need to be guided.  

 Greenbox’s actions are large. On one hand, this board does the promotion of 

important region in Ireland: Belfast, Galway, Cork, and Shannon. Moreover, in this 

promotion, this board highlights the importance of an ecotourism to have low impact 

on the environment, and in the same time, to enjoy your travel.  

 On the other hand, Greenbox has created a handbook to enable companies to 

have the good strategy to reach this aim of sustainable tourism.  

 

 This research will analyse the organization of this board to establish the 

promotion of new tourist behaviour. This company has to have an impact on other 

company that promote ecotourism.  

 

2,12!<&5<")$#&5!!

 

Our Literature Review highlights an important point in our subject. 

Ecotourism is the future of traditional tourism. The last one will be disappear 

because it’s a transition between both. Ecotourism is the future, not a declination. 

This transition started a few years ago; moreover, it’s so difficult to have an impact 

on customer’s behaviour because it takes time. 

 

 To understand this new trend, we need now to understand reorganization of 

companies on this new market. Then, to include customers in this new vision of 

tourism, we need to analyse new tourist behaviour.  
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In this chapter, the researcher presents research objectives of this project, and 

defines the methodology used to achieve such objectives.  

 

!6,1!*FUFNVRH!@VIPKFW!!

“Given the evolution of traditional tourism in ethical tourism in Ireland in recent 

years, it is necessary to understand professional changes, and customer’s behaviour 

with this new way of being a tourist.” 

 

!6,2!*FUFNVRH!XYFUGSIOU!

To organise our enquiry, we will pose “operational questions” in relation to our 

research question. In this way, we will be able to draft the structure of our chapter. 

 

 Our research question is about evolution of traditional tourism. This study 

highlights the following research question: “In what way European tourism is 

evolving in ecotourism that is concerned with an ethical aspect?” 

 To answer this question, we designed a case study on Greenbox. In this way, 

we identified the company’ implications on the market. What role does Greenbox 

have in ecotourism in Ireland? And how and why the board reached the market and 

others companies?   

 To determine if Greenbox was evolving on an interesting market, we identify 

other company that is working with Greenbox, to measure if this trend is so 

important for this board than it is for others companies. What role does the 

ecotourism play in tourism in Ireland? And how and why some companies are 

organized around this new concept of tourism?   

Moreover, we wanted to discover changes in tourist behaviour. How do 

consumers feel about this new tourism approach?  

 

6,6!*FUFNVRH!IPQFRGSTFU!!

We need to prove several aspects of this new tourism in order to answer our 

research questions. Objectives include: 
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! To demonstrate implications of companies in this new trend of tourism. 

! To determine how companies are organizing their offer to positioning 

their proposition on the market. 

! To identify one company in particular to do a case study. In our research, 

Greenbox will be our case study. 

! To understand thanks to our case study on Greenbox what motivation of 

company has to develop this new way to propose activities on tourism 

sector. Greenbox is the big board about this subject, therefore, it’s 

important to identify precisely its implication on the market. 

! To analyse the interaction between this board and other companies which 

are working with Greenbox. Failte Ireland enables us, in this way, to 

understand Greenbox influence. Moreover, this analyse will enable us to 

identify the implication of companies in a particular tourism: business 

tourism in this case.  

! To identify customer’s opinion compared with its new way to be a tourist. 

! To propose what it’s possible to do for Failte Ireland to improve its 

effectiveness nearby its customers. 

 

Our objectives will have an impact on our motivation that can be defined by 

three words: investigate, diagnose, and evaluate.   

 

!6,;!3FGHIJIKILM>!*FUFNVRH!4FUSLO!

First, we want to find out how GreenBox helps companies on the market, in 

interviewing a manager of the board.  

Then, we interviewed the CEO of Failte Ireland, Shaun Quinn, to emphasize 

the idea that ecotourism is nowadays important, for particular tourist or for business 

tourism.  

Failte Ireland is one of “twenty agencies and support bodies that provide 

financial, training, mentoring and other supports to ecotourism business in Ireland.” 

This company “provides strategic and practical support to develop and sustain 

Ireland as a high-quality and competitive tourist destination. We work with the 
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tourism industry in areas including business support, or enterprise development …”, 

as the company is defining itself on the website, in 2009. 

We analysed Failte Ireland because this company is working with Greenbox. 

In this way, we can maintain a link between our driver interviews. We choose this 

company thanks to Greenbox’s Handbook. In fact, there is lots of grant agency 

where companies are listed, with explications of their offers.  

 

Finally, we find out customer’s vision of this new type of tourism.  This trend 

will have an impact on their way to be a tourist; it’s interesting to see how they live 

this change. To be consistent with our previous analysis, we conducted a research 

about customers of Failte Ireland, to maintain a logical link between our surveys. In 

this part, a questionnaire was carried out to understand if this kind of tourism 

satisfies the need of consumers. We have to convince Failte Ireland to distribute 

these questionnaires. 

3.4.1 The Research Method Selection: Qualitative and quantitative. 

 

The researcher collected primary data. This was carried out by interviews, 

and one questionnaire that we managed during one month. 

 

This data was used to achieve our objectives. First, an interview for our case 

study on Greenbox was carried out. We interviewed Greenbox Manager, Mary 

Mulvey. This qualitative research enabled us to answer our inductive objective.  

Then, we did other interview with Failte Ireland Manager, Shaun Quinn. This 

is a company that is working with Greenbox, we needed to analyse the link between 

our case study and its partners to understand this way to act on this new market. 

Finally, we distributed a questionnaire to determine in what way customers 

are living this change of the way to be a tourist. We wanted to do this research 

nearby Failte Ireland’s customers to maintain a link between all our respondents, but 

it was difficult to publish our questionnaire on its website, because they did already 

surveys. That’s why the researcher changed his mind and decided to distribute the 

questionnaire to travel agencies’ customers, one in France, and the other in Germany. 
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On one hand, it’s important to find out what Greenbox is thinking about this 

new type of tourism in order to position our research in the field of study and 

contextualise its value.  

On the other hand, it’s important to find out what Failte Ireland is proposing 

to have a good position on the market, in order to define what companies are doing 

in general to answer to customers needs.  

Finally, it’s important to find out how customers are living those changes of 

being a tourist to determine if those changes are being a positive or negative impact 

on consumers.  

 

 To organise our methodology, we made a pluralistic research. In fact, we 

started by a qualitative research, and then, we did a quantitative research. 

 

3.4.1.1 Qualitative Research 

According to Domegan & Fleming, 2003, “ qualitative research can be 

defined as the collection of data which is open to interpretation, for instance on 

attitudes & opinions, and which might not be validated statistically.” 

 

In order to answer our induction objectives, we conducted qualitative 

research. We had to do this research first, to analysis professional mind. Then, we 

conducted quantitative research to find out if customers react to professional 

organization.  

 

To create our case study, we did qualitative research to identify the mind of 

professional about this new market. Our case study is about Greenbox, therefore, we 

didn’t need statistic answers because we wanted to discover professional 

impressions. That’s why our choice of tools to make this qualitative research is in-

depth interviews, and not focus group. 

 We didn’t need to do a focus group because in our case, our qualitative 

research was about the professional side, not on the side of the customer. Our first 

research was not about understanding customer language and needs; moreover, we 
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wanted to understand how professional side is doing to integrate a new way to be a 

tourist in customers mind.  

 

 In this part, we analysed professional feelings and the way they are living this 

new trend on the tourism market. Our analysis was conducted in this way: first, 

analysis of professional; this is our qualitative research through in-depth interviews. 

Then, examination of consumer’s mind to be able to see if professional proposition 

are efficient and correspond to customer’s needs, this was our quantitative research.  

 

 The best way to analyse professional reaction on this market was in-depth 

Interviews. In fact, in this part of professional analyse, we have in our dissertation a 

case study on Greenbox. Therefore, we conducted personal interviews with one 

manager of the board of Greenbox, Mary Mulvey, to highlight what motivations 

professionals have to improve activities and offers on this sector. Also, we carried 

out an interview with the CEO of Failte Ireland, Shaun Quinn, to analyse the impact 

of Greenbox’s decision on its partners. 

 

 Our aim was to discuss with the interviewee guideline topics; moreover, our 

guideline was the only one thing that we knew. In fact, in order to have a passive 

role, which is the most important point of this kind of interview, we discussed 

without anticipating any questions in particular. Our main goal was to get him to 

express freely his thoughts on the subject.  

 

 We conducted this interview by email. Therefore, if it was not a face-to-face 

interview, we created an email interview. In this case, we created a virtual 

discussion. In fact, in order to interact with the interviewee, we send questions first. 

Then, once we received his responses, we asked explanation about some responses. 

In this way, we were sure to understand what he was telling us. This interaction 

enabled us to identify properly the meaning of his words.  
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3.4.1.2 Quantitative Research 

According to Domegan & Fleming, 2003, “quantitative research details the 

percentage or proportion of a characteristic present. It relies heavily on maths, 

statistics and probability theory.” 

 

This research enabled us to answer our deductive objectives. We did this kind 

of research because we wanted to quantify people who are agreeing with our first 

conclusions of qualitative research.  In this way, we can conclude if companies have 

the impact they want on customer’s behaviour.  

 To conduct quantitative research, there are four main survey methods: 

personal questionnaires, telephone questionnaires, postal questionnaires, and 

electronic questionnaires.  

 

 For the purpose of this research, questionnaires were used to customers of 

Failte Ireland, because we interviewed the CEO, in this way, he distributed our 

questionnaires to its customers. This was the first researcher’s decision, moreover, as 

we mentioned, it was difficult. That’s why we decided to distribute the questionnaire 

to customers of other companies, such as travel agencies in France and in Germany.  

 

 We used the last survey method we mentioned: electronic questionnaires 

because it was the most effective way. 

Besides, electronic questionnaires enabled us to give lots of questionnaire to 

have more credibility in our responses because, the more answers we have, and the 

more representativeness of a general thought we will have.   

 

To distribute questionnaires, we wanted to use two channels: 

! Failte Ireland gave questionnaire to customers and retrieved them to send 

us the answers. Here, we changed and we used travel agencies’ 

customers.  

! We used also the website of this company to put questionnaires online. In 

this way, customers who deal with this company and its activities could 
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answer to the questionnaire. Failte Ireland couldn’t help us to do this, 

moreover, the company allow us to use their own surveys on the website.  

 

Questionnaires (see appendix n°1) have been designed online. We started 

with general questions to end by customers focused questions. Customers had to 

think that they are very important for the study, and they have to feel essential.  

 

At the beginning, an evaluation of the implications of Failte Ireland as a 

company distributed within ecotourism. We wanted to know if the activities they 

proposed let customers thinking that the company is heavily involved.  

Then, we evaluated the attractiveness of the proposed activities. Giving 

emphasis on the importance of keeping the customer’s judgement the most essential 

source.  

From there, we started to be interested by their behaviour. On one hand, we 

asked questions about their implication in the concept of ecotourism. On the other 

hand, we asked them to evaluate and to describe the impact of their behaviour.  

Finally, we asked them to conclude about ecotourism: 

! Does this new tourism involve changes on their behaviour? 

! Does the activity they did influence their mind? 

! Do you recommend Ireland as a green destination?  

 

3.4.2 The Research Approach: Inductive and deductive. 

 

3.4.2.1 Induction objectives: Building Theory 

 The Literature Review of this research enabled us to have a global vision of 

the concept of ecotourism. Moreover, ecotourism is still difficult to understand. 

Authors mentioned in this research have given us a close understanding of why this 

concept is happening.  

 Therefore, we can’t frame an objective because, in reality, we have 

insufficient understanding of the topic. That’s why, to find a solution to this issue, 

we wanted to build a theory from our case study. Greenbox enabled us to explore the 
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meanings of unknown events. In fact, understand the creation of this board, its aim, 

and its way to reach the market through companies was a good way to identify the 

most important aspect of ecotourism. Managers in this board have a way forward, 

and this will be our theory.  

However, to identify this theory, we needed to create a methodology that 

enabled us to delimit the culture of this organization, and its interpretation of this 

trend. 

 

3.4.2.2 Deductive objectives: Testing Theory.  

This analyse has an objective that we will test after. In our case, our objective 

is about ecotourism in tourist behaviour. This new trend of tourism is changing the 

organisation tourist’s holidays. Therefore, we wanted to analyse the impact of they 

way to do. Changes in tourism sector have an impact on tourist behaviour? Does the 

evolution in an ecotourism change tourist behaviour? Do they like this change? 

In this case, we have a theory that guides our objectives. This theory is a 

positive answer to the first questions. Obviously, tourists change their way to live 

and to act in holidays with this new vision of tourism. There are lots of activities that 

are about ecotourism; therefore, tourists have to fit themselves to these sorts of 

activities.  

To test this theory, we did questionnaire in our quantitative research to assess 

they way to think. Therefore, this test enabled us to confirm our theory, or to suggest 

modifications. 

We did this test to answer our first question, but also to have an answer about 

tourist feelings in relation to ecotourism. Only a poll carried out among our sample 

enabled us to surround tourist vision. 

 

6,-!<&5<")$#&5!

 The methodology and objectives enabled us to assess two things. First, we 

wanted to demonstrate Greenbox implications and Greenbox impact on this market. 

Then, we wanted to analyse customer’s thought about this new way to be a tourist.  

 From this research, data collected will be analysing to present results of this 

survey and interview. 
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According to Saunders.M, Lewis. P & Thornill A., the population is the total 

set of people, shops, items of interest. In this research study, qualitative and 

quantitative research method collections haven been utilised. 

The sample is different for each collection method. 

 

4.1.1 Qualitative  

To complete the qualitative research, two interviews were held. The first one 

was with Mary Mulvey, CEO of Greenbox that is our case study.  With this 

interview, we were expecting to understand the implications of Greenbox in the 

respect of the environment, and in this new ecotourism. 

The second interview was with Shaun Quinn, the CEO of Failte Ireland. We 

wanted to understand Failte’s implication in this new way to be a tourist.  

The interviews were sent by mail on Monday 16th May 2011. We received the 

answers of Greenbox on the Friday 3rd June 2011, and Failte Ireland answered on the 

Saturday 4th June 2011. 

4.1.2 Quantitative 

 

The sample population is customers from two travel agencies who buy tours. 

In this way, selling the destination, the agency can distribute our questionnaire at 

the end of the tour. This is a good way to have the best rate of responses.  

The two travel agencies in question are: one from France, and one from 

Germany.  

The French agency is called FRAM. We found this agency in 1 Rue 

Lapeyrouse, Toulouse. This agency distributed 68 questionnaires to its 

customers; and there are no possibilities of no return because the company gave 

it at the end of the trip, before customers leave.  

The German agency is called InBerlinReisen, in Schöneberg. This agency 

distributed 29 questionnaires to its customers. 
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This survey can be interesting for them too because with the result, they can 

adjust their offer to reach better what customers want. Therefore, our proposition 

is to ask to these agencies to help us for our research project, but in the same 

time, this survey would help us to be more efficient on the market with their 

offer.  

 

Our sample is a part of the population we described. It’s about people who 

are looking for tour in a green destination. They want to try this new type of 

tourism respectful of the planet. To make the description of our sample, we have 

to develop four aspects: an element, a unit, a time dimension, and a geographic 

boundary. 

Our element is people between 18 and 60 years old.  

Our unit is people who like travelling, and try news things like eco tourism 

and new activities around this vision of tourism.  

Our time dimension is one month, may 2011. 

Our geographic boundary is France and Germany.  

 At the beginning, we wanted to put this questionnaire on Failte ireland’s 

website. Moreover, Failte Ireland couldn’t help us because they have already a tab 

about “Survey and research” on its website. That’s why they enable us to use it, but 

not put our own survey. 

!
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Our questionnaire response rate is 100%. In fact, our way to distribute them 

was by travel agencies. In this way, their customers have to answer before to 

leave the tour.  

About response error, there are no unanswered questions because organizers 

are here to help respondents to understand. 
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4.3.1 Analysis 

  4.3.1.1 Ireland’s area specificity 

 Ireland is a good eco destination thanks to its various landscapes. This is an 

important resource because all parts of the country can be used to propose 

ecotourism. According to Mary Mulvey, CEO of Greenbox, (See appendix n°2) “We 

can find attractive cities and regions for ecotourism from the north to the south, and 

from the east to the west of Ireland.”  That’s why this company is called Greenbox, 

because of all the possible destinations in the country. The various landscapes are 

strength for corporation as Greenbox. In fact, in Ireland, it’s possible to take as much 

of the sea from the mountains. According to Mary Mulvey (See appendix n°2), it’s 

important “ to take advantage of every aspect of its nature”. Shaun Quinn, CEO of 

Failte Ireland (See appendix n°3), insists on this aspect too. The CEO is proud of the 

diversity of the nature and this is an asset to its corporation. According to Shaun 

Quinn, it’s important to push this aspect on the front of the market because “This 

diversity is a strength that corporation as us has to highlight.” 

 

4.3.1.2 Ireland’s adaptation to ecotourist’s demand 

The respect of the planet is an important notion in people’s ways of life. 

Therefore, this notion has to be important even during holidays. This is a new step in 

the ecology development: Ecotourism. This involves change in behaviour of tourist. 

They become eco tourists!  According to Mary Mulvey (See appendix n°2), “People 

become aware of the importance to be respectful of the planet”. People realize and 

understand why it’s important.  

Therefore, it’s important to adapt activities in tourism to this transition. This 

is what corporation such as Greenbox are proposing.  

This adaptability is essential to survive to this change. According to Shaun 

Quinn (See appendix n°3), corporation and companies have to evolve in their 

proposition “by facilitating the development of a competitive and profitable tourism 

industry.” 
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 4.3.1.3 Ireland ‘s adaptation to this new behaviour 

 To respond to this new demand, companies or corporation such as Greenbox 

have to take advantage to nature specificity. In Ireland, it’s easier than anywhere 

because of the diversity of the landscape. In fact, as Mary Mulvey (See appendix 

n°2) said “…there is everything to have the most diversifies landscape: the sea, and 

the mountains”.  In this idea, every kind of customer can find something special to 

him in order to enjoy eco-holidays in Ireland. It’s the authentic and typical aspects 

that offer these opportunities. The important part for companies is now to promote 

ecotourism with these new opportunities.  

 According to Shaun Quinn 5See appendix n°3), Ireland can become the most 

famous country for ecotourism thanks to  “festivals and participative events.” 

 

 4.3.1.4 Business’s implications 

 This is not a worldwide issue. Moreover, it’s important to have different 

levels of action to succeed in this new sector.  

 The first one is a national level. Ireland has lots of resources, and they have 

recognized and rewarded by the country itself. In fact, Mary Mulvey explains in our 

interview (See appendix n°2) that Greenbox won a “Quality Labelling System for 

Ecotourism”. This reward increases its credibility in the world.  

 The second level is the international level. It’s most of all about Europe. In 

fact, Europe has to defend its way to act and to change minds about this notion of 

ecotourism. This is an important engagement in lots of treaty; therefore, the area 

wants to motivate every country to become effective on this issue. For instance, 

Mary Mulvey (See appendix n°2) explains that there is a European Union Flower, “a 

reward to country and area that propose accommodation respectful of the planet.” 

Europe wants to convince its members to be effective.  

 Shaun Quinn highlights other ways for Europe to motivate its members, it’s 

about the EDEN reward,!European Destinations of Excellence. Ireland has a very 

good positioning because, according to Shaun Quinn (See appendix n°3), “Since 

2007, European rewards Ireland for its eco activities propose to its customers.” 
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 Both levels, national and international, are important because, as Shaun 

Quinn highlights in our interview (See appendix n°3),  “this is teamwork, at a local, 

national and regional level”. 

 

 As teamwork, there is the development of partnership in this new sector. It’s 

the case between Greenbox and Failte Ireland, in order to be more powerful on the 

market, and to have lots of credibility.  That’s why they have to consider the 

ecotourism in the same way. To have the same vision of it, they created a handbook 

together which define ecotourism. And according to Mary Mulvey (See appendix 

n°2), this is a “Responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the environment and 

sustains the well-being of local people.” She took this definition from a famous 

website, from which they gave the definition in the handbook. The International 

Ecotourism Society also inspired them. As Shaun Quinn explains in our interview 

(See appendix n°3), it’s about value, and this is an important notion, “ In fact, this 

notion is about value, and respect of the planet and of the future of the human. That’s 

why I agree with this definition, which insist on these principles.” 

 

4.3.2 Boundaries 

 

 For our two interviews, it was difficult to have an answer. In fact, it’s very 

difficult to contact CEO.  

 Furthermore, we are not sure that it is actually these persons who answered 

our interview. It might be a spokesman because; there is people, in big structure, who 

deal with this kind of communication. 

 Finally, all information they gave to us are not exclusive because it’s possible 

to find them on Internet. That’s why we thought that they had answers pre prepare. 

They don’t have time for this kind of demand.  
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With this survey (see appendix n°1), we want to understand the attitude of 

visitors in Ireland and this new way to be a tourist. To analyse it, we need to 

understand their comprehension about environment, and why this aspect of the 

nature is important in this country.    

To achieve this aim, we organize our questionnaire in order to identify their 

vision of ecotourism, of Ireland tourism, and of Ireland ecotourism.  

 4.4.1 Key destinations issues 

 From year to year, we can see that advantages recognize to Ireland as a 

tourism country have change. In fact, according to a survey from Failte Ireland 

(2010) (See Figure3), holidaymaker’s perception of tourism in Ireland is 

spontaneously friendly people. In fact, this is an important aspect that enables the 

entire world to describe Ireland. FIGURE n°4 illustrates this idea that Irish people 

are recognized as the most important advantage with 41% of interviewee agree.  

 

FIGURE 4: IRELAND’S ADVANTAGES VIS-À-VIS OTHER 

DESTINATIONS 

 
Source: on the website of Failte Ireland, “Research and statistics, Survey and report” tabs.  
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Therefore, we can note an evolution in this spontaneously aspect. In fact, in 

our survey (See Figure 5), it’s all natural aspect that is very important.  In fact, our 

population and our sample agree with the fact that Ireland is a country, which 

improve every year its way to respect the planet, and to share this vision of respect of 

the environment. In this way, we can see that 62 % of the population describe Ireland 

as an unspoiled environment. It’s the first aspect they found spontaneously.  

In term of nature and ecology, this is a good score (54%) that is a proof that 

this aspect is considered in the part of tourism. This is reinforcing previous score of 

unspoiled environment.   

In a social and cultural aspect, even if scores are less important than nature, 

they are important because as Failte Ireland survey highlights, these are aspects 

important from years ago. (44% for culture and 25% for Irish people) 

Therefore, we can conclude that they are still important, but nature and 

ecological aspect is more and more important with years.  

 

 

 

FIGURE 5: IRELAND’S ADVANTAGES SPONTANEOUSLY IDENTIFIED 
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 4.4.2 Top destination issues and their importance when choosing Ireland 

as a    destination 

 To highlight what issues are persuading holidaymakers to choose Ireland as a 

destination, we put four main aspects in our survey (See Figure 6): range of natural 

attraction, friendly people, unspoiled environment, and beautiful scenery.  

 

 

 

FIGURE 6: THE TOP DESTINATION ISSUES IN IRELAND 

 
 

 There are three main aspects very important to consider in this survey. The 

first one is about beautiful scenery. (62%) Holidaymakers are impressed by scenery 

that is very typical in tour, they discover lots of things of the nature that they didn’t 

imagine before, and they are very happy.  

 Moreover, they have this opinion of scenery because they keep a good image 

about an unspoiled environment. In fact, 59% of interviewee agrees with the fact that 

the nature is very clean and green. This aspect is linked with the previous one 

because if people found a disgusting environment, they never keep in mind a good 

image of scenery.  

Finally, there is one other aspect linked with the other two. In fact, the range 

of natural attraction had a good score (56%) because of all the proposition of 

companies on this market. In fact, even if, as we said, they found good scenery 
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thanks to a clean, green and unspoiled environment, they never keep in mind a good 

image of the nature. The fact that they can enjoy of all these aspects thanks to 

activities come them nearer to this nature.  

 

 These four aspects are very important to distinguish Ireland from others 

holiday destination. In fact, according to Failte Ireland’s survey (2010), “ will remain 

imperative in discriminating Ireland from other similar destinations. “ 

 

 4.4.3 Keys area of satisfaction 

 

  4.4.3.1 Most important factors  

 To evaluate this aspect, we did two steps in our questionnaire. The first one is 

about important factors considering Ireland as holidays (See Figure 7). In this 

question, we put five possibilities: Friendly/hospitable people, beautiful scenery, 

nature and unspoiled environment, good range of natural attraction, and 

history/culture.  

 

FIGURE 7: IMPORTANT FACTORS TO CONSIDER IRELAND AS A 

DESTINATION 
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 Three aspects were favourites. The first one is beautiful scenery (62%). 

People are overjoyed to see Ireland’s scenery. In fact, this is very typical, and you 

can have access to two natural aspects: sea and mountains. They can have every day 

a different vision of the country, and this diversity is very seducing for tourist. 

The second one is nature and unspoiled environment. (61%). In an objective 

of ecotourism, these answers were expected. In fact, in order to have a link with a 

wish of ecotourism, the first aspect that customer were waiting for was an unspoiled 

environment. It’s the beginning of all their expectations. And if this one satisfies 

them, others will be perfect.  

In our questionnaire, that was the case because thanks to this score, people 

are satisfied too by good range of natural attraction. (60%) If people over enjoyed 

environment and scenery, it’s important to enable us to share with the nature. 

Proposing new activities is very important for various reasons. Fist of all, this is a 

new segment on the market for Irish companies. In fact, ecotourism is a new way to 

organize tourism, and it’s important to be flexible and to conform to this. Secondly, 

the two first items, scenery and unspoiled environment, have to continue to be 

exploit, and for that, the best way it’s to propose activities around this aspect to 

enable them to live.  

  4.4.3.2 Highest satisfaction during your holidays 

 This second step in our questionnaire is the satisfaction of previous element 

after holidays, after trying them. 

FIGURE 8: THE HIGHEST SATISFACTION TO YOUR HOLIDAYS 
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Thanks to question after trying these elements, we had the same results (See 

Figure 8). In fact, beautiful scenery (64%) satisfied tourist, as nature and unspoiled 

environment (59%) and good range of natural attraction (57%). This survey enables 

us to say that Ireland is a satisfying country for its ecotourism activities.  

 

In this way, tourists are mostly satisfied by their ecotravel (See Figure 9). 

Concerning beautiful scenery, 73% are satisfied against 26%. About nature and 

unspoiled environment, 72% are satisfied against 27%. Finally, 63% of tourists are 

satisfied by good range of natural attraction against 37%.  

 

FIGURE 9: SATISFACTION OR DISATISFACTION BY IRELAND IN 

THESE DESTINATIONS ISSUES 

 
 

 To conclude, most important factors for a tourist to visit a country with a tour 

win highest satisfaction at their return are beautiful scenery and nature and unspoiled 

environment. This situation enables the factor to win more satisfied people than 

unsatisfied.  
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 4.4.4 Ireland as a clean and environmentally destination 

 

 Ireland is a country that has a good image about its environment (See Figure 

10). In fact, 48% of interviewee agrees a lot and 41 % agree a little with this point. 

These people should have a good experience with activities, and with visiting 

beautiful scenery.  

 

FIGURE 10: IRELAND AS A CLEAN AND ENVRIONMENTALLY GREEN 

DESTINATION 

 
 

 

These people had tried activities and had visited beautiful parts of Ireland. 

Moreover, visiting Ireland with this new notion of ecotourism, they are participating 

and they are living the change and mutation of tourism. This mutation is possible 

thanks to a new notion f the respect of the planet, and the evolution is just at its 

beginning. Therefore, we wanted to know if tourists think that the country is well 

engaged to continue in this transformation (See Figure 11). 68% agree strongly in 

this idea, and 28 % agree slightly, which means that people believe in this aspect to 

evolve the country in an ecotourism rank.  
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FIGURE 11: EVOLUTION OF IRELAND IN A CLEAN AND 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECT 

 
 In addition to rating their believes in evolution of Ireland on this aspect, 

holidaymakers were also asked to indicate their vision of Ireland respect of urban 

and rural aspect. In this question, we wanted to analyse how they perceived the 

implication of Ireland in the respect of the planet.  

 About litter in the street, (See Figure 12) people agree a lot with more of 

the majority (59%) to say that Irish cities are clean and litter-free. It’s important to 

have a good result here to enable tourist to feel relaxed in a good environment. In 

fact, if these people are themselves respectful of the planet, they have to feel in the 

good place to answer to its way to think and to its way to act.  

 

FIGURE 12: THE STREETS IN IRISH CITIES ARE CLEAN AND LITTER-

FREE 
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 Therefore, to assess the implication of Ireland in the respect of the planet, 

even if cities are clean and litter-free, the country has to be well provided in litter 

(See Figure 13). To judge about it, we asked to our interviewees and most of them 

agree a lot in this idea (47%). 

 

FIGURE 13: THE STREETS IN IRISH CITIE ARE WELL-PROVIDED 

WITH THEIR LITTER BINS 

 
 

 About the rural aspect, we wanted to assess Ireland position to respect 

their beautiful scenery. About it, we asked to our interviewee how they found river 

and lakes (See Figure 14). In fact, when you want to travel a little in Ireland to 

discover the country, there are lots of lakes and rivers in mountains. That’s why it 

was very important to know feelings of tourist for this aspect of the nature. 

Moreover, this question had less agreeing people than previous. In fact, the majority 

of the population didn’t say anything about it (28%). There is the same rate of people 

who agreed a lot about clean and unpolluted rivers and lakes.  
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FIGURE 14: IRELAND’S RIVERS AND LAKES ARE CLEAN AND 

UNPOLLUTED 

 
 In conclusion, the urban aspect has a good image of clean and green 

respect of the environment.  Urban life has better result than rural. Moreover, rural 

has good results too. It’s less important, but still good because the number of 

disagree people is low (15%) 

 This conclusion enables us to answer to one question: Is Ireland a clean 

and environmentally green destination? (See Figure 15). The big majority of people 

are agreeing with it, 91% agree a lot and a little. This result means that Ireland is 

becoming one of the most ecological destinations in Europe. This country will have 

years after year a big place on this market.  

 

FIGURE 15: CLEAN AND ENVIRONMENTALLY GREEN DESTINATION 
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 4.4.5 Would Ireland is recommended as a green destination? 

 

 In order to assess if the travel that our interviewees has made was 

successful, we asked to them if they would recommend Ireland as a green destination 

(See Figure 16) 

 The rate of people who recommend Ireland as a green destination is very 

good (50%). This rate means that people are satisfied by their travel. The country has 

lots of aspects to satisfy a green demand. This eco tourism is not available for all 

countries, but Ireland has good resources. In fact, in an urban or a rural environment, 

we can see that the nature has integrated a good rate about clean and green aspects. 

This is the destination of the future for a green travel. 

 

FIGURE 16: RECOMMENDATION OF IRELAND AS A GREEN 

DESTINATION 
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$#)'17$'E!E$)*!N4R!./!)*'+'!^$#&+!./!0.2(5#$'+]!E'!(1.(.+'!).!'#)'1!$#!)*'2;!A#!

/50)]!$)!E$BB!F'!$#)'1'+)$#:!).!2'!5!2'2F'1!./!)*'+'!.1:5#$+5)$.#+!).!+''!*.E!)*'!

.1:5#$+5)$.#! $+! E.1^$#:;! b,1)*'12.1']! F'! 5! 2'2F'1! ./! )*'+'! .1:5#$+5)$.#+!

E.,B&! $#01'5+'! .,1! .E#! 01'&$F$B$)-! ).! .,1! `,'+)$.##5$1';! A#! /50)]! E$)*! )*$+!

+)5),)'!./!2'2F'1!./! 5!F$:!.1:5#$+5)$.#]! 5#&!./! 5! 1'+'510*'1]! ('.(B'!E$BB! )5^'!

+'1$.,+B-!.,1!+,17'-;!!

!

! R#! )*'!.)*'1!*5#&]! .,1! )$2'!E5+! B$2$)'&! ).! 1'5B$a'! )*$+! 1'+'510*! +),&-]!

.)*'1E$+']!E'!1'0.22'#&!).!0.#)50)!)*'!2$#$+)'1!E*$0*!E5#)'&!).!01'5)'!b5$B)'!

A1'B5#&!$#!.1&'1!).!,#&'1+)5#&!:.7'1#2'#)C+!+5)$+/50)$.#;;!!

!

! b$#5BB-]! ).! '#5FB'! .,1! `,'+)$.##5$1'! ).! F'! 2.1'! 1'(1'+'#)5)$7']! E'!

1'0.22'#&! &$+)1$F,)$#:! )*$+! `,'+)$.##5$1'! /.1! 5! B.#:! ('1$.&]! +,0*! 5+! +$c!

2.#)*+]!5#&!$#!2.1'!0.,#)1$'+;!O*'!('1$.&!./!)*'!&$+)1$F,)$.#!05#!F'!$#)'1'+)$#:!

)..;!A#!/50)]!0,+).2'1C+!F'*57$.,1!0*5#:'+!E$)*!)*'!2.2'#)!./!*'!-'51;!b.1!)*'!

+,22'1]!)*'-!E5#)!).!'#_.-!)*'!+,#!/.1!)*'!25_.1$)-!./!)*'2]!)*'1'/.1']!$)!0.,B&!

F'!$#)'1'+)$#:!).!^#.E!$/]!'7'#!E$)*!)*$+!E$+*]!)*'-!51'!5FB'!).!0*5#:'!)*'-!E5-!

).!&.! $#! .1&'1! ).! 1'+('0)! )*'!(B5#');! b.1! )*'!E$#)'1]! $)! 0.,B&!F'! $#)'1'+)$#:! ).!

5++'++!)*'!.1:5#$+5)$.#!./!2.,#)5$#C+!51'5!$#!.1&'1!).!5++'++!)*'$1!$2(B$05)$.#!$#!

)*'!1'+('0)!./!)*'!(B5#');!O*'+'!51'5+!51'!2.1'!0.#0'1#'&!F'05,+'!)*$+!$++,'!05#!

*57'!5!F5&!$2(50);!A#!/50)]!)*'-!51'!'#&5#:'1'&;!")!)*'!'#&!./!)*$+!+),&-]!$)!0.,B&!

F'!$#)'1'+)$#:!).!0.2(51'!0,+).2'1C+!F'*57$.,1!&'('#&$#:!./!)*'!('1$.&!./!)*'!

-'51]!5#&!./!)*'!51'5;!!
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 5.3.2 The improvement of ecotourism. 

! !

! R,1! /$#&$#:+! 51'! $#)'1'+)$#:! .#! .#'! (.$#)3! A1'B5#&! +''2+! ).! F'! 5! :..&!

'0.).,1$+2!&'+)$#5)$.#;!!A#!.1&'1!).!^''(!)*$+!:..&!(.+$)$.#]!E'!1'0.22'#&!).!

)*$+!0.,#)1-!5#&!).!$)+!0.2(5#$'+!).!(1.(.+'!+$#:B'!50)$7$)-!)*5)!0,+).2'1+!05#C)!

/$#&!5#-E*'1'!'B+';!O.!.('#!)*$+!#$0*']!E'!1'0.22'#&!).!,+'!5BB!0*5150)'1$+)$0!

./! )*'! 0.,#)1-]! +,0*! 5+]! 2.,#)5$#+! 5#&! B5^'+]! .1! 0B$//]! )*5)! 51'! 5! :..&!

1'(1'+'#)5)$.#!./!)*'!0.,#)1-;!!

! O.!*57'!5!7'1-!5((1.(1$5)'!(1.(.+$)$.#]!$)!0.,B&!F'!$#)'1'+)$#:!).!5+^!).!

0,+).2'1+! )*'$1! (51)$0$(5)$.#! $#! )*'! 01'5)$.#! ./! #'E! 50)$7$)-;! O*'$1! .($#$.#! $+!

7'1-!$2(.1)5#);!!
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!
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APPENDIX N°2: GREENBOX’S INTERVIEW 

"

"#$!%&'!()*!+',-).*/0!()*-10234!56)!&-0!()*7!86&,!+1!()*-!9):7!86&,!

()*;-0!()*-!<-0=+)*1!9):17!86&,!8&1!()*-!0.*/&,+)'4!!

! "#$!%&'(!%)*+,(-!./0!12!3',,4516!.147)+8&49(!&4:!/9181)';7$!"',+&4:<!"#$!

='&:)&8,:!2'1$!8>,!?4;*,'7;8(!.1++,=,!.1'@-!A&;48!B&8';9@#7!91++,=,!;4!%&(4118>-!&4:!

2'1$!8>,!"478;8)8,!12!8,9>41+1=(!;4!A+;=1<!

! C,21',! 81! D1'@! 21'! 3',,4516-! "! D&7! E'1F,98! $&4&=,'! 21'! "';7>! B,&8+&4:!

.147,'*&8;14! .1)49;+<! ! "! D1'@,:! &+71! &7! &! B'1F,98! 022;9;,'! 21'! G&;+8,! "',+&4:<! H4:!

2;4&++(-! D>,4! "! 78&'8,:! 81! D1'@-! "! D&7! 1E,'&8;147!$&4&=,'! 21'! 8>,! I1(&+! J17E;8&+!

K;+$&;4>&;$L"%%H<!!

!

! M1D&:&(7-!"#$!8>,!./0!12!3',,4516-!&4:!"!>&*,!81!$&4&=,!8>;7!91$E&4(!;4!

1':,'! 81! >&*,! &! =11:! E17;8;14! 14! 8>,!$&'@,8! 12! ,9181)';7$! &4:! 81! >&*,! &! =11:!

;42+),49,!14!&++!91$E&4;,7!;4!"',+&4:<!!

"

">$!%&'!()*!+',-).*/0!?-00':)@4!!

! 3',,4516! ;7!&! 91$E&4(! 8>&8!D&48! 81! 9',&8,!&! 81)';7$!5)7;4,77! 2'1$!&!,91!

*;7;14<! N1! ',&9>! 8>;7! &;$-! 3',,4516! >;=>+;=>87! 8>,! 5,78! &7E,98! 12! ,&9>! ',=;14! ;4!

"',+&4:! ;4!1':,'! 81! 9',&8,!&!)4;O),!&7E,98!12! 8>;7!E&'8!12! 8>,! 91)48'(<! "4! 8>;7!D&(-!

81)';78! ;7! 9)';1)7! 81! :;791*,'! ;8! &4:! 3',,4516! ;$E'1*,! 81)';7$! 8>&4@7! 81! &4! ,91!

*;7;14P!8>;7!;7!,9181)';7$<!

!

"A$!56(!B?-00':)@C4!

! N>,!4&$,!12!Q3',,4516R!',2,'7! 81!8>,!91)48'(!&4:!81! ;87!E&'8! 8>&8!9',&8,!&!

E&'8! ',7E,982)+! 12! 8>,! E+&4,8<! "M! 8>,! 3',,4516-! D,! 9&4! 2;4:! &88'&98;*,! 9;8;,7! &4:!

',=;14!21'!,9181)';7$!2'1$!8>,!41'8>!81!8>,!71)8>-!&4:!2'1$!8>,!,&78!81!8>,!D,78!12!

"',+&4:<!!
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"D$!560-0!/&'!80!3+'.!?-00':)@!+'!E-02&'.4!!

! "4! 8>,! ;:,&! 12! 8>,! Q3',,4516R-! D,! &',! E',7,48! ;4! &! +&'=,! &',&P! .1)48;,7!

G,'$&4&=>-! S,;8';$-! T,78! .&*&4-! M1'8>! A+;=1-! A1)8>! U14,=&+-! M1'8>! T,78!

%14&=>&4<!!

! .;8;,7!9149,'47!5(!3',,4516!&',P!U,''(-!C,+2&78-!A+;=1-! "',+&4:!T,78!H;'E1'8-!

3&+D&(-!U)5+;4-!A>&4414-!.1'@<!!

!

"F$!E1!,6&,!+,!+1!'),!,))!.+33+/*2,!,)!/)=0-!,60!86)20!/)*',-(4!!

! C,! E',7,48! ;4! 8>,!D>1+,! 91)48'(! ;7! 1)'! 78',4=8><! "4! 2&98-! 8>;7! ;7! &! *&+),! 81!

91*,'!&++V;$E1'8&48!&',&7!;4!8>,!91)48'(!;4!1':,'!81!E'1$18,!,*,'(!E&'8<!T,!D&48!81!

8'&4721'$!"',+&4:!;4!8>,!2;'78!:,78;4&8;14!12!,9181)';7$<!N1!',&9>!8>;7!&;$-!D,!>&*,!

81! 5,! E',7,48! ,*,'(D>,',-! &4:! 81! 8&@,! &:*&48&=,! 12! ,*,'(! &7E,98! 12! ;87! 4&8)',-!

D>;9>!;7!&+',&:(!*,'(!';9><!

!

"G$!56(!,6+1!/)H<&'(!8&1!/-0&,0.4!56&,!8&1!+,1!H),+=&,+)'4!!

! N>;7!91$E&4(!D&7!9',&8,:!81!E'1$18,!&4!,9181)';7$<!N>;7! ;7!&4!&:*&48&=,!

21'! "',+&4:! 81!>&*,! 8>,!E177;5;+;8(! 81!122,'! 8>;7! 8(E,!12! 81)';7$<! "8#7! '&',!&4:! ;8!D;++!

5,91$,-!(,&'7!&28,'!(,&'-!14,!12!8>,!$178!E1E)+&'!81)';7$<!M1D&:&(7-!&!7)78&;4&5+,!

;:,&! ;7! 51'4! 5,9&)7,! 12! +187! 12! E'15+,$! 9',&8,:! 5(! >)$&4! 14! 8>,! 4&8)',<! B,1E+,!

5,91$,! &D&',! 12! 8>,! ;$E1'8&49,! 81! 5,! ',7E,982)+! 12! 8>,! E+&4,8-! &4:!3',,4516! ;7!

>,',!81!>,+E!)7-!418!14+(!;7!8>,;'!+;2,!12!,*,'(!:&(-!5)8!&+71!:)';4=!8>,;'!>1+;:&(7<!!

!

"I$!56&,!&-0!')8!+,1!&+H1!&'.!H),+=&,+)'14!

! M1D-!3',,4516!D&487!81!8;E!"',+&4:!81!8>,!81E!12!:,78;4&8;14!;4!,9181)';7$<!

"4!1':,'!81!',&9>!8>;7!$&;4!&;$-!3',,4516!8&@,!&:*&48&=,!12!&++!&7E,98!12!"',+&4:<!"4!

2&98-! 8>;7! ;7! &! 7$&++! 91)48'(-! 5)8! 8>,',! ;7! ,*,'(8>;4=! 81! >&*,! 8>,! $178! :;*,'7;2;,7!

+&4:79&E,P!8>,!7,&-!&4:!8>,!$1)48&;47<!!
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! N>;7!:;*,'7;8(! ;7!1)'!$18;*&8;14<!T,!@41D!8>&8!"',+&4:!9&4!5,!8>,!5,=;44;4=!

12!&!4,D!D&(!81!5,!&!81)';78<!T,!4,,:!81!9',&8,!8>;7!4,D!D&(!81!&98!&7!&!81)';78<!!

! 0)'! $18;*&8;14! ;7! &+71! 8>,! E',7,'*&8;14! 12! 8>;7! 5,&)8;2)+! &4:! :;*,'7;2;,7!

+&4:79&E,<!"4!2&98-!;4!"',+&4:-!;8#7!;$E1'8&48!81!E',7,'*,!8>,!91)48'(!2'1$!811!$)9>!

$1:,'4;8(<!N>,',!;7!;4!"';7>!9)+8)',!&!E';:,!&51)8!8>,!9)+8)',-!8>,!8'&:;8;14-!&4:!8>,!

)4;O),! &7E,98! 12! "',+&4:<! T,! D&48! 81! E'18,98! ;8-! &4:! D,! D&48! 81! E'1$18,! 8>,!

:;791*,'(! 12! 8>,! )4;O),! &7E,98<! N>&8!D>(!D,!D&48! 81! ,*1+*,! 8>;7! @;4:! 12! 81)';7$-!

5,9&)7,!5,!&4!,9181)';78!;7!81!:;791*,'!&!)4;O),!D&(!81!5,!',7E,98!12!8'&:;8;14<!!

!

"J$!56&,!+1!?-00':)@!/*2,*-04!

! 3',,4516! E'1$18,! &! =',,4! &7E,98-! 8>,',21',-! ;8#7! ;$E1'8&48! 21'! )7! 81! 5,!

=',,4!&7!D,++<!J1D!&',!D,!=',,4W!

! G;'78-! 3',,4516! >&7! 8>,! /)'1E,&4! /91VS&5,+! 21'! 81)';78! &991$$1:&8;14!

7,'*;9,7!&4:!9&$E7;8,!7,'*;9,!XN>,!/?!G+1D,'Y<!!N>;7!;7!&!',D&':!81!91)48'(!&4:!&',&!

8>&8!E'1E17,!&991$$1:&8;14!',7E,982)+!12!8>,!E+&4,8<!N>;7!;7!&4!;$E1'8&48!E1;48!81!

914*;49,!1)'!9)781$,'7!8>&8!D>&8!1)'!122,'!;7!91$E,8;8;*,!14!&!4&8)'&+!&7E,98-!&4:!

8>;7!;7!=;*,!)7!&4!&::,:!O)&+;8(!81!1)'!122,'<!!

H+71-! 3',,4516! >&7! &! Z)&+;8(! S&5,++;4=! A(78,$! 21'! /9181)';7$! ;4! 8>,!

3',,4516<!I,7E147;5+,!81)';7$!S8:!;7!&!9'177!51':,'!1'=&4;7&8;14!;4!8>,!M1'8>D,78!12!

"',+&4:!9',&8,:!81!78;$)+&8,!,9181)';7$<!N>;7!1'=&4;7&8;14!D&7!9',&8,:!81! ;$E'1*,!

8>;7!8(E,!12!,9181)';7$-!;4!1':,'!81!',;421'9,!8>,!;$&=,!12!3',,4516-!&4:!81!;49',&7,!

8>,! ,9181)';7$! ;4! 8>,! ',=;14<! N>;7! 1'=&4;7&8;14! >,+E7! 81)';78! 81! =;*,! :;',98;147! 12!

"',+&4:!21'!8>,;'!4,68!>1+;:&(7<!!

G)'8>,'$1',-! 8>;7! +&5,+! &77)',7! 8>&8! 3',,4516! ;7! ',7E,982)+! 12! 8>,! E+&4,8!

;87,+2-!8>;7!;7!&!E'112!8>&8!D>&8!D,!&',!E'1$18;4=-!D,!&',!:1;4=<!!

G;4&++(-!8>;7!;7!&!=11:!D&(!81!E'1$18,!4&8)',!9147,'*&8;14!&4:!+19&+!9)+8)',!

*&+),7<!!

"
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"K$!L-0!()*!<-010',!)'!),60-!1/&207!M*-)<0&'!1/&20!H&(:04!L'.!86&,!

+1!,6+1!2+'N4!

! H7!"!7&;:!5,21',-!/)'1E,!;7!=;*;4=!)7!;87!8')78!=;*;4=!)7!8>,!/?!G+1D,'<!N>;7!;7!

&4! &',&! ;77),<! "8#7! 418! 14+(! "',+&4:! 8>&8! 9&4! >&*,! &4! ;$E&98! 14! 8>,! ',7E,98! 12!

,4*;'14$,48<! N>;7! 7>1)+:! 5,!&4!&',&! ;77),-! 8>&8#7!D>(! /)'1E,! ;7! =;*;4=!&! 7)EE1'8<!

N>;7!7)EE1'8!;7!;$E1'8&48!81!E'1$18,!"',+&4:-!5)8!&+71!8>,!,48;',!&',&<!N>;7!,4&5+,7!

"',+&4:!81!5,!&!E&'8!12!/)'1E,!8>&8!>&*,!$1',!;$E&98!14!8>,!E1E)+&8;14!D>,4!(1)!

>&*,!&!7)EE1'8!12!&4!;478;8)8;14<!!

"

"#O$!E1!,6&,!M*-)<0&'!<&-,'0-16+<4!!

! T,! 9&4! 7&(! 8>&8! ;8! ;7! &4!/)'1E,&4!E&'84,'7>;E-! (,7<! [1)! @41D-! A)78&;4&5+,!

:,*,+1E$,48-! &4:! ,91+1=(! ;7! &!$&;4! ;77),! 21'! /)'1E,<! N>;7! ;7! 1)'! 2)8)',-! &4:! 8>;7!

&',&! >&7! 81! ;$E'1*,! 8>,! ;$E1'8&49,! 12! 8>;7! &7E,98! 81! E'18,98! ;87! &',&<! /)'1E,! ;7!

7)EE1'8;4=!91)48';,7!8>&8!E'1E17,!4,D!8>;4=7!;4!8>;7!8>,$,!;4!8>;7!;:,&<!T,!D&48!81!

5,! 8>,! 5,78! &51)8! 8>,7,! E'1E17;8;147! 5,9&)7,! 1)'! 91)48'(! >&7! 8>,! 5,78! ',71)'9,7!

,*,'<!!

! N>,!5,78!E'112!51)8!8>;7!E&'84,'7>;E!;7!8>,!,91!+&5,+!D;8>!8>,!/?!2+1D,'!8>&8!

/)'1E,! =&*,! )7<! H7! D,! ,6E+&;4! 14! 1)'! D,57;8,-! Q! ;8#7! &! 9147,O),49,! 12! 8>,! /?!

78'&8,=(! 12! 7)78&;4&5+,! :,*,+1E$,48!D>;9>! >&7! 5,91$,!&! E&'&$1)48! 15F,98;*,! 12!

?/! 7;49,! 8>,! H$78,':&$! N',&8(! ;4! \]]^<! Q! /)'1E,! ;7! ,4=&=,:-! &4:! 81! ',&9>! 8>;7!

,4=&=,$,48-! 8>;7! &',&! 4,,:7! 8>,! E&'8;9;E&8;14! 12! ,&9>!$,$5,'7-! ,&9>! 91)48';,7<!

N>&8#7! D>(! /)'1E,! ;7! &! E&'84,'<! N>;7! ;478;8)8;14! >&7! 15+;=&8;14! ',7E,98! 12! +187! 12!

N',&8(-!&4:!/)'1E,!9&4#8!7)99,,:!D;8>1)8!)7<!!

! N>;7!;7!&4!;$E1'8&48!;77),!21'!/)'1E,!7;49,!8>,!I;1!/&'8>!A)$$;8!;4!\]]_<!!

!

"##$!P)8!?-00':)@!+1!.03+'+'Q!0/),)*-+1H4!!

! /9181)';7$!>&7!+187!12!:,2;4;8;147<!"8#7!:;22;9)+8!81!2;4:!14,!81!',7)$,!8>,!$&;4!

;:,&7<! T,! 9&4! )7,! 14,! 12! 14,! =11:! D,57;8,! "! 21)4:-! DDD<:;791*,';',+&4:<;,P!
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QI,7E147;5+,! 8'&*,+! 81! 4&8)'&+! &',&7! 8>&8! 9147,'*,7! 8>,! ,4*;'14$,48! &4:! 7)78&;47!

8>,!D,++V5,;4=!12!+19&+!E,1E+,<R!

! "4!8>;7!O)18&8;14-!D,!9&4!7,,!8>&8!&!418;14!12!81)';7$!;7!:,2;4,!5,9&)7,! ;8#7!

&51)8!8'&*,+<!N>;7! ;7!418!F)78!&4(!8';E-!5,9&)7,!;8!8&@,7!;481!&991)48!4&8)'&+!&7E,98<!

H4:!8>;7!;48,',78!21'!8>,!4&8)',!>&7!8D1!&;$7<!G;'78-!81)';78!>&*,!81!,4F1(!8>,!4&8)',!

;4!1':,'! 81!,4F1(!D>&8! 8>,!/&'8>!=;*,7!)7-!5)8! 81)';78!>&*,! 81!E'18,98! ;8!&4:! 81!5,!

',7E,982)+!12!D>&8!8>,!8'&*,+!;7!E'1E17;4=!81!8>,$<!"4!8>;7!D&(-!8>;7!&!=11:!&578'&98!

12!D>&8! ;7! ,9181)';7$-! ,4F1(! 8>,! 4&8)'&+! &7E,98! &4:! E'18,98! ;8! ;4! 1':,'! 81! +,8! 8>;7!

4&8)',!;48&98<!N>;7!;:,&!$,&47!81!',7E,98!8>,!+19&+!E,1E+,!8>&8!$,&4!8>&8!4&8)',!;7!

&51)8!8'&:;8;14<! "4!E'18,98;4=!8>,!4&8)',!12!&!91)48'(-!(1)!&',!E'18,98;4=!&4!,48;',!

9)+8)',<!!

! 0)'! :,2;4;8;14-! ;4! 1)'!D,57;8,-! ;7! Q! 8'&*,+!D>;9>! ;7! 7$&++! 79&+,-! +1D! ;$E&98-!

9)+8)'&++(!7,47;8;*,-!91$$)4;8(!1';,48&8,:-!E';$&';+(!4&8)',!5&7,:-!,:)9&8;14&+!&4:!

9&E&5+,! 12! 5'1&:,4;4=! E,1E+,7! $;4:7! &4:! ,4+;*,4;4=! 8>,;'! 71)+7! 5)8! E'1*;:;4=! &!

)4;O),! ,6E,';,49,-! 2;'$+(! ='1)4:,:! ;4! 7)78&;4&5+,! E';49;E&+7! &4:! E'&98;9,7<R! T,!

D&48!81!E',7,48!;4!1)'!:,2;4;8;14!D>&8!;7!9149,'4!5(!,9181)';7$-!2'1$!9)+8)',!81!8>,!

,:)9&8;14! 12! 81)';78<! H4:!D,!D&48! 81! >;=>+;=>8!D>(! 8>;7! 4,D! 81)';7$! 9&4! 5,! *,'(!

;48,',78;4=<! "4! 2&98-! ;8! ;7! E'1E17;4=! &! )4;O),! ,6E,';,49,-! &4:! 81)';787! &',! &+D&(7!

+11@;4=!21'!71$,8>;4=!)4;O),<!!

"

"

"#>$!R60-0!+1!2),1!)3!3+'&'/+&2!<&-,'0-16+<!8+,6!?-00':)@7!86(!&-0!()*!

-*''+'Q!8+,6!,6010"<&-,'0-16+<14!!

! N>;7! ;7!418!,6&98+(!E&'84,'7>;E<!H98)&++(-! 8>;7! ;7!&!='&48<!3'&48! ;7!&! 2;4&49;&+!

&77;78&49,!=;*,4!81!&!5)7;4,77<!/91!81)';7$!;7!&!4,D!8(E,!12!81)';7$!;4!8>,!$&'@,8-!

&4:! &7! ,*,'(8>;4=! 4,D-! ;8#7! :;22;9)+8! 81! ;$E'1*,! ;87! E',7,49,! 14! 8>,! $&'@,8<! N1!

;49',&7,! ;87! E1D,'2)+! 14! 8>,!$&'@,8-! 8>;7! 4,D! 7,981'! 12! &98;*;8(! 4,,:7!$14,(<! "8#7!

*,'(!,6E,47;*,!81!:,*,+1E!&!4,D!7,981'!12!&98;*;8(<!N>;7!='&48!&;:7!9&4!5,!*,'(!>,+E2)+!

21'!,6&$E+,!$&'@,8;4=!$&8,';&+7-!1'!2,&7;5;+;8(!78):;,7<!!
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! T,! >&*,! +187! 12! ='&48! &=,49;,7! 5,9&)7,! ,&9>! 12! 8>,$! >&7! 7E,9;2;9;8(-! &4:!

8>,(! 9&4! 7>&',! 8>,;'! @41D+,:=,! 14! &! 7)5F,98<! N>&8!D>(!D,! >&*,! _`! &=,49;,7! &4:!

7)EE1'8!51:;,7!8>&8!E'1*;:,!2;4&49;&+-!8'&;4;4=-!$,481';4=-!&4:!18>,'7!7)EE1'87<!!!

"

"#A$!R6010!<&-,'0-16+<1!&-0!,60(!)'2(!3+'&'/+&2!1*<<)-,4!!

! H7! "! 7&;:-! ;8#7! 418! 14+(! 2;4&49;&+! 7)EE1'8-! 5,9&)7,-! ='&48! 9&4! >&*,! 18>,'7!

&7E,98<! "4:,,:-! 2;4&49;&+! 7)EE1'8!&',! ;$E1'8&48!5,9&)7,! 8>,! 7,981'! ;7! 4,D!&4:!D,!

4,,:!$14,(! 81! ;$E'1*,! ;87! ;$E1'8&49,!14! 8>,!$&'@,8-!D,!>&*,! 81!5,! ,22;9;,48! 14!

18>,'7!&7E,987<!!

! G1'!,6&$E+,-!81!;49',&7,!&!=11:!5,>&*;1)'!14!8>,!E'12,77;14&+!&7E,98-!G&7!;7!

&!E&'84,'7>;E!8>&8!,4&5+,7!)7!81!=;*,!8'&;4;4=!&4:!,$E+1($,48!E'1='&$$,7<!!

! H7!"!7&;:-!D,!>&*,!2;4&49;&+-!8'&;4;4=-!$,481';4=!&4:!18>,'7!7)EE1'87<!!

"

"#D$!S<0&N+'Q!&:)*,!()*-!<&-,'0-16+<7!()*-!6&=0!&!<&-,'0-16+<!8+,6!

T&+2,0!E-02&'.7!86&,!+1",60!'&,*-0!)3!,6+1!<&-,'0-16+<4!!

! G&;+8,! "',+&4:! ;7! &! 5;=! 7)EE1'8! 21'! )7<! "! @41D! *,'(! D,++! 8>;7! 1'=&4;7&8;14!

5,9&)7,! "!D1'@,:! 21'! 8>,$! 5,21',<! H7!D,! E',7,48! ;4! 1)'! >&4:511@-! G&;+8,! "',+&4:!

QE'1*;:,7!78'&8,=;9!7)EE1'8! 81!:,*,+1E!&4:!7)78&;4! "',+&4:!&7!&!91$E,8;8;*,!81)';78!

:,78;4&8;14<R! N>;7! ;7! &4! ;$&=,! 7)EE1'8<! "4! 2&98-! G&;+8,! "',+&4:! ;7! >;=>+(! E'1$18;4=!

7)78&;4&5+,!81)';7$!&4:!;8#X7!;$E1'8&48!81!E'1*,!8>&8!1'=&4;7&8;14!&7!G&;8+,!"',+&4:-!

D>;9>!;7!*,'(!;4*1+*,:-!7)EE1'8!1)'!&98;*;8(<!!

! H51)8! 2)4:;4=-! 8>,',! ;7! &! ='&48! &;:! )4:,'! 8>,! N1)';7$! .&E;8&+! "4*,78$,48!

B'1='&$$,! 21'! E'1F,98! 9178;4=! ab! $;++;14<! N>;7! ;7! &51)8! 5);+:;4=7-! ,O);E$,48-!

$&'@,8;4=! 1'! E'1:)98! :,*,+1E$,48<! H4:! &51)8! 8>,! B'1:)98! U,*,+1E$,48!

B'1='&$$,-!G&;+8,!"',+&4:!;7!2)4:;4=!12!b`!c!12!E'1F,987<!!

! G;4&++(-! 8>,',! ;7! &! 8'&;4;4=! 7)EE1'8<! I,+,*&48! 81)';7$!5)7;4,77! :,*,+1E$,48!

91)'7,7! &',! :,+;*,',:! 81! 81)';7$! E'1*;:,'7<! G;4&++(-! 8>,',! ;7! &! D,57;8,! 9>,9@! 81!

;4*1+*,!"N!;4!8>;7!4,D!7,981'!;4!1':,'!81!;49',&7,7!7@;++7!;4!8>;7!&',&<!!

"
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"#F$!56&,!8&1!()*!H),+=&,+)'4!!

! N>;7! 91++&51'&8;14! =;*,7! )7! $1',! 9',:;5;+;8(! 14! 8>,! $&'@,8! 5,9&)7,! G&;+8,!

"',+&4:! ;7! &! 5;=! ;478;8)8;14! &51)8! 8>;7! 7)5F,98<! "8#7! ;$E1'8&48! 81! >&*,! 8>;7! 7)EE1'8!

5,9&)7,-!,69,E8!8>,!2;4&49;&+!&4:!8'&;4;4=!7)EE1'8-!8>,',!;7!&!7)EE1'8!14!8>,!;$&=,<!

G&;+8,!"',+&4:!;7!=;*;4=!)7!=11:!E1;48!81!>&*,!9',:;5;+;8(!14!8>,!$&'@,8<!!

"

R6&'N!()*U!

"

"

"

"
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APPENDIX N°3: FAILTE IRELAND’S INTERVIEW 

!
!
"#$!%&'!()*!+',-).*/0!()*-10234!56)!&-0!()*7!86&,!+1!()*-!9):7!86&,!

()*;-0!()*-!<-0=+)*1!9):17!86&,!8&1!()*-!0.*/&,+)'4!!

! "#$!A>&)4!Z);44-!./0!12!G&;+8,!"',+&4:<!"#$!='&:)&8,:!2'1$!'1(&+!&4:!B';1'!;4!

I&E&1,-!.1!U14,=&+-!&4:!2'1$!8>,!?.U!21'!&4!%CH<!"!F1;4,:!8>,!$,&8!51&':!5,21',!

7@;EE;4=! 1*,'! 81! 5,91$,! 9>;,2! 12! $&'@,8;4=! ;4! C1&':! C;&<! "! D&7! &EE1;48,:! 9>;,2!

,6,9)8;*,!12!8'&;4;4=!51:(!.,'8!;4!\]]d!E';1'!81!;87!&$&+=&$&8;14!D;8>!C1&':!G&;+8,<!"!

>&*,!5,,4!')44;4=!8>,!,4+&'=,:!78&8,!81)';7$!51:(!7;49,!_``e<!!

!

!

">$!%&'!()*!+',-).*/0!T&+2,0!E-02&'.4!!

! G&;+8,! "',+&4:! ;7! 8>,! 5;==,78! 51&':! ;4! "',+&4:-!D>;9>! E'1*;:,7! 78'&8,=;9! &4:!

E'&98;9&+! 7)EE1'8! 81! :,*,+1E! &4:! 7)78&;4! "',+&4:! ;4! &7! &! >;=>! O)&+;8(! 81)';78!

:,78;4&8;14<!!

G&;+8,! "',+&4:!D&7!9',&8,:! ;4!M1*,$5,'!_``\!&8!8>,!',O),78!12!=1*,'4$,48!

D>1!D&48,:!E'1$18,!8>,!:,*,+1E$,48!12!7)78&;4&5+,!81)';78!2&9;+;8;,7<!N>,!9',&8;14!

12!G&;+8,!"',+&4:!D&7!7;=4,:!;481!+&D!14!\e-!HE';+!_``e<!!

!

!

"A$!56&,!+1!T&+2,0!E-02&'.!)-Q&'+1&,+)'4!!

! 0)'!8,&$!;7!:;*;:,:!;4!2;*,!',=;147<!G&;+8,!"',+&4:!;7!&!91'E1'&8,!',71)'9,!21'!

81)';7$!5)7;4,77,7<!!

! N>,! G&;+8,! "',+&4:! H)8>1';8(! >&7! &! 9>&;'E,'714-!%'! I,:$14:! 0#U141=>),-!

&4:!\_!$,$5,'7-!&EE1;48,:!5(!8>,!$;4;78,'!12!H'87-!AE1'87!&4:!N1)';7$-!21'!8,'$7!

)E!81!2;*,!(,&'7<!!
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! G;4&++(-!G&;+8,!"',+&4:!;7!D1'@;4=!>&4:!81!>&4:!D;8>!8D1!18>,'7!1'=&4;7&8;147<!

N>,!2;'78!14,!;7!N1)';7$!"',+&4:-!E'1$18;4=!"',+&4:!&7!&!>1+;:&(!:,78;4&8;14-!&4:!8>,!

M1'8>,'4!"',+&4:!N1)';7$!C1&':-!&51)8!8>,!:,*,+1E$,48!12!81)';7$!;4!8>;7!&',&<!!

!

!

"D$!560-0!/&'!80!3+'.!T&+2,0!E-02&'.!+'!E-02&'.4!!

! G&;+8,! "',+&4:! >&7! 51&':! ;4! 7,*,4! 9;8;,7! 81! E'1$18,! 7,*,4! 7E,9;&+! &',&7! 12!

"',+&4:<! N>;7! ;7! U)5+;4-! .1'@-! 3&+D&(-! %)++;4=&'-! A+;=1-! T&8,'21':-! &4:! M1'8>,'4!

"',+&4:-!D>;9>!,4&5+,!8>,!91'E1'&8;14!81!:,2,4:!&++!&7E,98!12!8>,!4&8)',!;4!"',+&4:<!

N>;7!:;*,'7;8(!;7!&!78',4=8>!8>&8!91'E1'&8;14!&7!)7!>&7!81!>;=>+;=>8<!!

!

!

"F$!56(!,6+1!/)H<&'(!8&1!/-0&,0.4!56&,!8&1!+,1!H),+=&,+)'4!

!! G&;+8,!"',+&4:!>&7!&!$;77;14P!Q!N1!;49',&7,!8>,!9148';5)8;14!12!81)';7$!81!8>,!

,9141$(! 5(! 2&9;+;8&8;4=! 8>,! :,*,+1E$,48! 12! &! 91$E,8;8;*,! &4:! E'12;8&5+,! 81)';7$!

;4:)78'(<R!N>,!=1*,'4$,48!D&48,:!81!',&9>!8>;7!&;$<!!

! N>,',21',-!G&;+8,!"',+&4:!>&7-!7;49,!;87!9',&8;14-!&!@,(!'1+,!81!7)EE1'8!&4:!>,+E!

8>,!;4:)78'(!12!81)';7$!81!:,&+!D;8>!8>,!8'&4721'$&8;14!;4!,9181)';7$<!0)'!&;$!;7!81!

7)78&;4!8>,!+,*,+!12!&98;*;8(!;4!8>;7!7,981'<!!

! N1! ',&9>! 8>;7!&;$-! 8>;7! ;7! 8,&$D1'@-!&8!&! +19&+-!4&8;14&+!&4:! ',=;14&+! +,*,+<!

/*,'(14,!;7!D1'@;4=!81=,8>,'!81D&':7!&!91$$14!=1&+<!!

! G)'8>,'$1',-! 81! >,+E! &4:! 7)EE1'8! ;4:)78'(! ;4! 8>;7! 7,981'-!D,! 4,,:! 81! >&*,!

*&';1)7!E&'84,'7>;E7!81!5,!14!8>,!$&'@,8!&4:!81!)4:,'78&4:!>1D!8>,(!&',!D1'@;4=<!

"4!8>;7!D&(-!D,!9&4!>,+E!8>,$!81!&:F)78!8>,;'!122,'!81!8>;7!4,D!81)';7$<!

!

!

"G$!56&,!&-0!T&+2,0!E-02&'.!):90/,+=014!

! G&;+8,!"',+&4:!>&7!*&';1)7!15F,98;*,7<!!
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G;'78! 12! &++-! D,! D&48! 81! 7)EE1'8! 81)';7$! 7,981'! ;4! 8>;7! 91)48'(-! ;$E'1*;4=!

;4:)78'("9&E&5;+;8;,7!&4:!8'&4721'$;4=!8>,;'!122,'!;4!1':,'!81!E'1E17,!71$,8>;4=!4,D!

21'!&!4,D!81)';7$<!

0)'! 7,914:! 15F,98;*,7! &',! 81! :,*,+1E! "',+&4:! :,78;4&8;147<! T,! D&48! 8>&8!

"',+&4:!5,91$,!14,!12! 8>,!$178! 2&$1)7!:,78;4&8;147! 21'!,9181)';7$<!N1!',&9>!8>;7!

&;$-!D,!>&*,!8>,!7)EE1'8!12!2,78;*&+7!&4:!E&'8;9;E&8;*,!,*,487<!

N>,4-!D,!D&48!81!;4*,78!;4!&88'&98;*,!&98;*;8;,7!&4:!1EE1'8)4;8;,7!81!9&89>!8>,!

&88,48;14!12!81)';787<!N>;7!@;4=!12!;4*,78$,48!;7!+;4@,:!D;8>!18>,'!15F,98;*,P!;$E'1*,!

;441*&8;14!;4!8>;7!7,981'<!"4!2&98-!,9181)';7$!;7!4,D-!;4!8>;7!D&(-!D,!>&*,!81!E'1E17,!

4,D7! 8>;4=7-! &4:! 81! &9>;,*,! ;8-! D,! >&*,! 81! 5,! ;441*&8;*,-! &4:! 81! ;4:)78'(! 81! 5,!

;441*&8;*,<!

"

""

"I$!L-0!()*!2+'N0.!8+,6!M*-)<04!

! A;49,!_``^-!/)'1E,&4!',D&':7!"',+&4:!21'!;87!,91!&98;*;8;,7!E'1E17,!81!;87!

9)781$,'7<!"4!2&98-!"',+&4:!',9,;*,:!8>,!/U/M-!/)'1E,&4!U,78;4&8;147!12!/69,++,49,<!

/)'1E,!',D&':7!8>,!5,78!91)48'(!;4!;87!$,$5,'7!5,9&)7,!8>;7!&',&!;7!;4*1+*,:!7;49,!

+187!12!8',&8(!;4!&!7)78&;4&5+,!:,*,+1E$,48!;77),<!/)'1E,!D&487!81!5,!8>,!5,78!&',&!

;4!8>;7!7,981'<!"4!2&98-!8>;7!;7!8>,!>,&'8!12!81)';7$<!"2!81)';7$!>&7!81!,*1+*,!;481!

,9181)';7$!81!@,,E!14,!12!8>,!$178!E'12;8&5+,!7,981'7-!/)'1E,!D&487!81!$18;*&8,!;87!

$,$5,'7!81!:1!8>;7!9>&4=,<!"',+&4:!;7!7;49,!_``^!8>,!5,78!91)48'(!;4!8>,7,!9>&4=,7<!

!"4!_``^-!.+14&@;+8(!&4:!U;78';98!"',+&4:#7!2;'78!/U/M!D;8>!8>,!T,78!.1'@!=,$!

7;4=+,:!1)8!&7!&!5,&)8;2)+!&4:!:;*,'7,!,$,'=;4=!')'&+!:,78;4&8;14<!!

"4!_``d-!.&'+;4=21':!&4:!8>,!.11+,(!B,4;47)+&!D14!8>,!/U/M!)4:,'!8>,!

8>,$,!12!;48&4=;5+,!>,';8&=,<!!

"4!_``]-!A>,,E#7!J,&:!T&(!D14!8>,!/U/M-!&!+11E,:!D&+@!14!8>,!D;+:!H8+&48;9!

91&78-!D;8>!5,&)8;2)+!9+;227-!>1+(!D,++7-!21'87-!9&78+,7!&4:!9&*,7-!&4:!&!+&4:79&E,!71!

)47E1;+,:!;8!;7!128,4!;4&99,77;5+,!5(!'1&:<!!

G;4&++(-!;4!_`\`-!S11E!J,&:!B,4;47)+&!D14!8>,!/U/M<!N>,!&D&':!D&7!D14!

)4:,'!8>,!8>,$,!12!&O)&8;9!81)';7$<!
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!

!

"J$!P)8!T&+2,0!E-02&'.!+1!.03+'+'Q!0/),)*-+1H4!!

! "4!8>,!>&4:511@!D,!9',&8,:!D;8>!3',,4516-!&!51&':!8>&8!D&487!81!;$E'1*,!

,9181)';7$! +;@,! )7f! D,! ,6E+&;4! 8>&8! ;8#7! *,'(! :;22;9)+8! 81! =;*,! &! )4;O),! &4:! 7;$E+,!

:,2;4;8;14!81!8>;7!:;22;9)+8!418;14<!!

! "!D;++!)7,!8>,!7&$,!:,2;4;8;14!D,!=&*,! ;4!8>;7!>&4:511@-!5,9&)7,!"!8>;4@! ;8#7!

8>,!$178!',E',7,48&8;*,!12!8>,!8')8><!N>,!$1',! ;$E1'8&48!E1;48! ;4!8>;7!:,2;4;8;14! ;7!

8>&8!,9181)';7$!>&7!E';49;E+,7<!"4!2&98-!8>;7!418;14!;7!&51)8!*&+),-!&4:!',7E,98!12!8>,!

E+&4,8!&4:!12!8>,!2)8)',!12!8>,!>)$&4<!N>&8#7!D>(!"!&=',,!D;8>!8>;7!:,2;4;8;14-!D>;9>!

;47;78!14!8>,7,!E';49;E+,7<!N>,7,!E';49;E+,7!7>1)+:!,4&5+,!91'E1'&8;14!+;@,!)7!81!122,'!

7)78&;4&5+,!8'&*,+!;4!"',+&4:<!N>,',!&',!7;6!E';49;E+,7P!

! gR%;4;$;7,!;$E&98R!

! gRC);+:!,4*;'14$,48!&4:!9)+8)'&+!&D&',4,77!&4:!',7E,98R!

! gRB'1*;:,!E17;8;*,!,6E,';,49,!21'!518>!*;7;81'7!&4:!>1787R!

! g!QB'1*;:,!:;',98!2;4&49;&+!5,4,2;87!21'!9147,'*&8;14R!

! gRB'1*;:,!2;4&49;&+!5,4,2;87!&4:!,$E1D,'$,48!21'!+19&+!E,1E+,R!

! g! QI&;7,! 7,47;*;8(! 81! >178! 91)48';,7#! E1+;8;9&+! ,4*;'14$,48&+! &4:! 719;&+!

9+;$&8,R!

N>,! "48,'4&8;14&+! /9181)';7$! A19;,8(! ;47E;',:! )7<! H7! "! 7&;:-! 8>;7! ;7! &! 4&8;14&+-! &4:!
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